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Grain-boundary structures in polycrystalline metals at the nanoscale
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We present a detailed analysis of grain-boundary structures in computer-generated Cu and Ni three-
dimensional nanocrystalline samples. The study includes both totally random and textured microstructures with
grain sizes in the range of 5–12 nm. A detailed direct visualization technique is used at the atomic scale for
studying the grain-boundary structural features. The study focuses on determining the presence of regions in
the boundary exhibiting order and structural units normally expected for high-angle boundaries. For low-angle
boundaries we investigate the presence of dislocation networks accommodating the misfit between the grains.
A significant degree of crystalline order is found for all the boundaries studied. The highest degree of structural
order was identified for boundaries with misfits within about 10° deviation from the perfect twin. These grain
boundaries contain a repeated building structure consisting of structural units typical of aS53 symmetrical tilt
twin boundary and highly disordered steps between those structural units. For all other types of misfit, we also
observe some degree of structural coherence, and misfit accommodation occurs in a regular pattern. The cases
studied include grain boundaries with a high-index common axis and show structural coherency that is inde-
pendent of the grain size. Similar results are obtained for textured samples containing only low-angle grain
boundaries, where regular dislocation arrays that are typical of larger grain materials are observed. These
results provide evidence against the view of grain boundaries in nanocrystals as highly disordered, amorphous,
or liquidlike interfaces. The results suggest that the grain-boundary structure in nanocrystalline materials is
actually similar to that found in larger grain polycrystals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The reduction of the grain size down to the nm regime
opened new and fascinating avenues for research in se
aspects of materials science. At the lower end of the g
size range obtainable nowadays, about half of the atoms
long to, or are affected by, the presence of interfaces. G
boundaries are believed to play a predominant role in
plastic deformation of such materials, although the details
how precisely deformation occurs are still uncertain.

The microstructure and properties of the nanocrystal
materials are strongly dependent on the fabrication proce
~for example, pulsed electrodeposition, severe plastic de
mation, ball-milling, or inert gas condensation!.1–5 Some of
the fabrication methods have a tendency to produce sam
with a significant degree of crystallographic texture, wher
for other procedures~usually those where the precursor is
nanopowder! texture is not observed.

If the grains in a nanocrystalline sample are random
oriented, low-angle boundaries are expected to be rare a
is therefore reasonable to assume that most boundarie
large-angle boundaries. In coarse grains and for some l
angles, coincidence site lattice~CSL! boundaries develop,6

which can be viewed as particularly low-energy arran
ments of grain-boundary dislocations.7 For this kind of
boundaries, a detailed description is more difficult. T
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~2!/831~8!/$15.00
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quantitative dislocation model of crystal boundaries can
be applied for misorientation angles exceeding about 15°
cause the dislocation spacing becomes small enough fo
cores to overlap. In that case, the energy of the bound
may approach a constant~relatively high! value independen
of the angle, with cusps in energy corresponding to so
special coincident site lattice boundaries. It is still under d
bate what the atomic arrangement in general boundarie
Standard textbooks suggest that one possibility is that th
is an alternation of coherent regions and noncoherent
gions, whose shape and size would depend on
misorientation.8 The structure of boundaries with misorien
tations that are in the vicinity of a certain coincident s
lattice boundary can exhibit regions in their structure that
similar to that of a coincidence site boundary and other
gions that can be more disordered. The actual position of
atoms in these latter regions might be even random or liq
like. Another possibility is that the misfit region betwee
neighboring crystals resembles that of adjacent regions
short-range order in liquids, and the boundary can be view
as a liquid monolayer boundary. The excess energy per a
involved in such a high-angle boundary is then appro
mately equal to the latent heat of fusion. Research on id
planar bicrystal interfaces has been enriched by the contr
tion of combined computer simulations and care
experiments.9–14

Controversial results have been reported for the struc
831 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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of grain boundaries in nanocrystalline materials.15–21 Two
extreme pictures have been proposed: the earliest,
ported by some experiments and computer simulation22

suggests a nonequilibrium, highly disordered ‘‘frozen-g
like’’ grain-boundary structure, substantially different fro
structures in coarse-grained polycrystalline materials. M
recent experiments suggest that grain boundaries in n
crystalline materials are not anomalous, but similar to th
found in polycrystalline materials. The studies in the lite
ture use different measuring techniques, which are often
directly comparable. Another problem is the different sy
thesis techniques and different aging and annealing histo
used in the various experimental studies. A considerable
fort both in refining experimental techniques such as x-
diffraction and absorption measurements and high-resolu
electron microscopy, and in comparing different synthe
techniques is required to clarify this controversy.

For some simple materials for which reliable interatom
potentials exist, molecular dynamics computer simulatio
provide an atomistic view of the microstructure through t
mean-field approximation of atomic interactions. Seve
‘‘fabrication’’ procedures for nanocrystalline metals ha
been explored, which can be characterized by the degre
relaxation that is allowed in the synthesis process. In the c
of the sintering of two isolated Cu nanoparticles, a case
minimum imposed constraints, Zhu and Averback23 showed
that the large surface-to-volume ratio generates str
enough driving forces to induce rotation, plastic deformati
and densification. As a consequence, a low-angle g
boundary results even for random initial misorientation.
troducing more constraints, simultaneous sintering of sev
Pt particles at different applied pressures was analyzed
Liu et al.24 They report several phenomena such as surf
rounding, neck formation, void formation and shrinking, a
cluster extrusion. The resulting grain boundaries are v
narrow and exhibit only localized disorder. Imposing ev
more constraints, Phillpot and Wolf25 studied the synthesi
of a fully dense Lennard-Jones nanocrystalline mate
grown by crystallization from the melt. The sample was d
signed to have eight crystalline seeds with particularly c
sen orientations such that well-defined high-angle bounda
were formed. They found that these boundaries differ fun
mentally from those well known from bicrystal studies.
particular, they observed low-density regions in the gr
boundary, absence of long-range periodicity, narrower gr
boundary energy distribution, and larger grain-bound
width, with a narrow distribution as compared to bicrysta
Based on these simulations, they suggested a simple s
tural model for grain boundaries in nanocrystalline mater
based on a ‘‘cementlike’’ phase, reminiscent of Rosenha
amorphous-cement model.26

In our previous work27–30 we performed detailed simula
tions of uniaxial tensile deformation in Cu and Ni mod
nanophase samples, with grain sizes of 3.4–12 nm, in a t
perature range of 300–500 K and with uniaxial tensile str
from 0.05 to 1.5 GPa. We analyzed the behavior of t
classes of boundaries: completely random~mostly high
angle! and textured~with misorientations restricted to below
17°, low angle!. Intergrain sliding as well as intragrain dis
location activity was observed as a function of grain size a
stacking fault energy, with sliding being the only mechani
p-
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operating for the smallest grain sizes explored. To interp
these observations at small grain size~sliding regime!, we
assumed that macroscopic displacement is the resul
grains sliding against each other, obeying a general nonlin
viscous behavior with standard thermal- and stress-ass
activation processes. The activation energy and volume i
cate that the elementary microplastic event is an atomic ju
in a disordered region. The determination of the actual gra
boundary structure as a function of grain size is critical
understanding the deformation mechanism in the nanoph
samples.

In the present work, we focus on the study of the int
faces responsible for the plastic deformation, aiming at p
viding a structural characterization of them. We report a
tailed analysis of the microstructure of several relax
undeformed, nanophase samples, namely, Ni 12 nm, N
nm, Ni 5.2 nm, Cu 12 nm random high angle~HA! and Cu 8
nm textured low angle~LA !.

II. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES

We use two different procedures to create the nanoc
talline samples based on unconstrained and constrained
chastic methods. In the first one, the simulation cell volu
is filled with nanograins grown from seeds with random
cation and crystallographic orientation; the space is fil
until the grains overlap each other, according to the Voro
construction.31 In the second procedure, the grain misorie
tations are still chosen at random, but constrained to be
than a given angle~17° in this case!. We refer to these pro-
cedures as HA and LA samples, respectively. The Voro
procedure gives irregular Wigner-Seitz polyhedra, who
faces, the grain boundaries, result randomly oriented as w
The samples are then relaxed for 50–100 p at 300 K us
molecular dynamics, giving a metastable equilibrium st
with final density between 96% and 97% of the perfect cr
tal value. Further relaxation at this temperature does
change the overall density and does not induce signific
grain growth or rotation. The density is related to the gra
boundary type and mean grain size and is quite insensitiv
the relaxation procedure. Simulations done under hydrost
pressure up to 10 GPa and 500 K followed by relaxation s
do not produce an increase in density32

In order to study the effect of grain size, the Ni 5.2 n
and the Ni 12 nm HA samples were constructed using
same set of random locations and orientations. The s
microstructure appears in both samples with boundaries
have exactly the same misorientations and orientation of
grain-boundary planes. These samples differ only in th
scale, that is, the number of atoms, and therefore the g
size. This comparison allows us to study the same gr
boundary for different grain sizes, isolating the effect
grain size on grain-boundary structure.

As a description of the interatomic interaction, we use
second moment~tight-binding! potentials for Ni and Cu
~Ref. 33! in the Parrinello-Rahman34 approach. In order to
assess the dependence of our results on the interatomic
tentials used, we have also tested samples relaxed using
other interatomic potentials. The first one is the embed
atom method~EAM! potential for Ni developed by Baske
et al.35 The second one is a more recent interatomic poten
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for Ni developed on the basis ofab initio calculations and
also using the EAM framework.36 The latter potentials accu
rately reproduce many experimental properties, including
stacking fault energy as well asab initio calculations of
structural energies of metastable configurations. This la
feature helps ensure that the potential will perform well
situations far from equilibrium. We choose Cu and Ni
model materials because they have very different stack
fault energies and therefore enable us to study the effec
stacking fault energy on the observed grain-boundary st
ture.

We use periodic boundary conditions in all three dire
tions and sample sizes that are between 105 and 106 atoms.
The molecular dynamics computational procedure use
described in more detail in our previous work.28,30

The selection of the boundaries studied was done ba
on the overall microstructure and included the bounda
that seemed the most ordered as well as those that se
the most disordered. Since it was not possible to analyze
the boundaries present, we started with a two-dimensio
visualization of cross sections of the sample every 0.5
and chose a number of representative boundaries. The
lected grain boundaries represent different misorientati
between the grains, ranging from 9° to 75°.

As an analysis tool, we investigate the coordination nu
ber and type of each atom in the sample using the topolog
medium-range-order analysis developed by Honneycutt
Andersen,37 which is based in the classification of ato
pairs. This technique is based on determining the config
tion of the common neighbors of a selected atom pair
associating each possible configuration with a four-d
number. The first digit indicates whether the atoms in
selected pair are nearest neighbors~1! or not ~2!. The second
digit is the number of the common nearest neighbors of
pair, while the third digit counts the number of bonds amo
the common nearest neighbors Finally, the last digit tells
the number of bonds in the longest continuous path that g
through the common neighbors. The above procedure
vides a distinction between fcc and hcp structures, even
ing into account only nearest-neighbor pairs. An arbitra
atom in a perfect fcc structure forms only 1421-type pa
with its 12 nearest neighbors, while in the case of the h
lattice one would find six 1421 and six 1422 pairs. Using t
analysis, we define four color-coded categories of ato
gray symbols represent atoms with local fcc order, red sy
bols represent atoms with local hcp order, green symb
represent atoms with other 12-coordinated combinations,
finally blue ones refer to non-12-coordinated atoms. T
tool proved to be very important in the visualization of t
grain-boundary structures and is helpful in identifying r
gions typical of a twin boundary as well as regions includi
a stacking fault that may result from dislocation dissociat
into Shockley partials.

In our technique, we compare the structural properties
the same grain boundary in a 5.2-nm sample and in
12-nm sample, to investigate the influence of the grain s
In the following section, we first show examples of gra
boundaries in the Ni and Cu HA samples, and then we fo
on the Cu 8-nm LA sample.
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III. RESULTS

A. High-angle Ni and Cu samples

Figure 1~a! shows a cross section of the Ni 5.2-nm H
sample. Only atoms with non-fcc crystalline order are rep
sented. The corresponding slice in the larger grain sample
12-nm HA is given in Fig. 1~b!. Both samples have the sam
number of grains with exactly the same orientation for ea
grain. These cross sections show that the samples have
lar microstructure, but different average grain sizes. T
larger grain sample has a microstructure that is a scaled
version of the microstructure of smaller grain sample. The
fore, all the grain boundaries in the small grain sample h
a corresponding boundary in the larger grain sample with
same set of misorientation parameters and equivalent or
tation of the grain-boundary plane. The only difference b
tween these samples is the grain size. In Fig. 1~b! we have
indicated two of the grain boundaries analyzed, denot
them by GB1 and GB2. For all of them, we prepared sma
sections of the full samples to be able to visualize the str
ture in detail at an atomic level. Similarly oriented sectio
are cut in Ni 12-nm HA and Ni 5.2-nm HA samples fo
comparison.

The color in subsequent figures is used to distinguish
four types of atoms defined after the Honneycutt-Ander
analysis: gray atoms are fcc atoms, red atoms are hcp
ordinated, green atoms are other 12-coordinated atoms,
blue atoms represent coordination other than 12. We n
that in the fcc structure, the presence of two consecu
~111! planes with hcp-coordinated atoms indicates a stack
fault. Similarly, the presence of a single~111! plane of hcp
atoms corresponds to a twin. Therefore these two type
defects can be easily identified in our technique.

Figure 2 shows the grain boundary in Ni 12-nm HA, ide
tified as GB1 in Fig. 1. Figure 2~a! is a view perpendicular to
the grain-boundary plane, and Fig. 2~b! is a view of the
boundary plane itself. The grain boundary appears as a
quence of structural building blocks, each one formed b
portion of a ~111! twin boundary plane~red atoms! and a
step between them, which is a disordered region~blue/green
atoms!. The presence of these disordered regions is relate
the misorientation itself and, as we show below, is indep
dent of grain size. This twin-and-step block is repeated s
eral times, forming a stair with the twins in parallel, but n

FIG. 1. Cross sections of Ni 5.2-nm HA sample~a! and Ni
12-nm HA sample~b!. Only atoms with non-fcc crystalline orde
are represented. The samples have similar microstructure, but
ferent average grain sizes.
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834 PRB 62H. VAN SWYGENHOVEN, D. FARKAS, AND A. CARO
consecutive~111! planes. The misorientation between grai
in this boundary is 75°, which is close to aS53 coincidence
lattice, 70.5°. The view in Fig. 2~a! is along a common axis
which is close to â110& direction. The unit cells are high
lighted in both grains. The size of the complete structu
block ~twin region plus step! shown in plane view in Fig.
2~b! is about 5.5 times the distance between^110& planes, or
approximately 1.4 nm. The block is repeated 5 times alon

FIG. 2. ~Color! The grain boundary in the Ni 12-nm HA sampl
identified as GB1 in Fig. 1.~a! View perpendicular to the grain
boundary plane, along a common axis, which is close to a^110&
direction. ~b! View of the grain-boundary plane.~c! The corre-
sponding boundary in the Ni 5.2-nm HA sample. Gray symb
represent atoms with local fcc order, red symbols represent at
with local hcp order, green symbols represent atoms with o
12-coordinated combinations, and blue ones refer to non
coordinated atoms.
l

a

direction close to thê112& direction, making a linear dimen
sion of ;6.8 nm. The size of the entire grain boundary b
tween these particular two grains has maximum dimensi
of 7.0 nm. Therefore, our observations suggest that the in
ence of the triple junction on the grain-boundary structure
short ranged, extending only a few angstroms from its cen
We note that the stair structure is a way to accommodate
approximately 12° difference between the common~111!
plane and the actual boundary plane, as well as the

FIG. 3. ~Color! The grain boundary in the Ni 12-nm HA sample
identified as GB2 in Fig. 1. The misorientation between grains
this boundary is 75°. View along a noncommon^110& direction for
the grain on the right side of the figure. The$111% planes of the
grain on the left grain continue onto$311% planes of the grain at
right. The color code is the same as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. ~Color! The grain boundary labeled GB4 in Ni 12-nm
HA, with a high-index common crystallographic axis. The left gra
is viewed along â110& axis. Significant structural coherency acro
the boundary can also be observed in this case. The color co
the same as in Fig. 2.
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PRB 62 835GRAIN-BOUNDARY STRUCTURES IN . . .
difference between the perfect twin misorientation and
actual misorientation for this boundary.

The corresponding section in the Ni 5.2-nm HA samp
Fig. 2~c!, shows a similar structural block as found in th
12-nm sample. In this case, however, there is no clear
etition of this unit due to the restriction imposed by t
smaller grain size. Even though the tendency to form a p
tion of a perfect twin is evident, the maximum size of th
particular grain boundary is approximately 233 nm2. It is
clear that in this small grain-boundary plane further rep
tion of the structural block is not possible. Taking into co
sideration the size of the structural block, the range of in
ence of the triple junction for this particular grain bounda
is again very short. We see then that the structural feature
the boundary are basically independent of grain size in
range.

We also studied a second boundary@GB3, not indicated in
Fig. 1~a!# that is similar to the one described above. It ha
misorientation of 65° about an axis close to^110&. This mis-
orientation is about 5° smaller than that of a perfect tw
The structure also contained structural blocks correspon
to a perfectS53 twin misorientation, very similar to thos
observed in Figs. 2~a!–2~d!. The block was also observed i
the 5.2-nm sample. Both of these grain boundaries GB1
GB3 can be considered asspecial S53 boundaries, since
the deviation from the perfectS53 ~70.5° misorientation! is
within 15/(3)1/2, as per the Brandon criterion.38 In agreement
with this criterion, our study confirms that these boundar
present a significant fraction constituted by structural un
typical of the perfectS53 boundary. The critical observa
tion of the present work is that this expected structure a
ally holds for the very small grain sizes tested here.

We studied the differences in the grain-boundary struct
of this particular boundary in Cu 12 nm as opposed to Ni
nm. The Cu sample for this study has the same set of ran
crystalline rotations and locations, differing from the N
12-nm HA sample only in the lattice parameter and the
teratomic potential. The purpose of this comparison was
assess the influence of the stacking fault energy on the g
boundary structure. We found that the basic structure of
boundaries is the same for both model materials and is
mainly determined by the relative crystallographic orien
tion of the grains. The figures are omitted for brevity.

In Fig. 3 we show a view of GB2 in the Ni 12-nm HA
sample. As in the previous case, the main crystallograp
directions are indicated. The misfit between the@100# direc-
tions is about 50°. The common axis for this grain bound
was also close to â110& axis. This represents a deviatio
from a perfectS53 twin of about 20°, which is outside th
Brandon criterion range. This misorientation is not close
any other special boundary, and the boundary is therefore
considered to be a special boundary. As expected, no s
tural blocks of aS53 twin are observed in this boundar
The grain boundary is, however, not amorphous. This
demonstrated in the figure where we show a view alon
noncommon̂ 110& direction for the grain on the right-han
side. A significant degree of structural coherence across
grain-boundary plane can be observed, with the$111% planes
in the left grain continuing onto$311% planes of the right
grain. The misfit due to the different interplanar distance
these two types of planes is accommodated by a more d
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dered region every three planes. The maximum dimens
on the grain-boundary plane between these particular gr
are approximately 12315 nm2 for the 12-nm sample and 4
35 nm2 for the 5.2-nm sample. As mentioned above, us
the Brandon criterion this boundary is outside the range
the S53 special boundary and, indeed, we do not see
S53 structural blocks, but we do see a significant degree
coherence in the structure. As in the previous bounda
analyzed, the basic features of the observed coherency
the accommodation of misfit are independent of grain s
Coherence in this context means a strong tendency fo
family of planes of one grain to be continued by anoth
family of plains in the neighboring grain. This is in gener
obtained through the alternation of highly ordered and hig
disordered regions

Figure 4 shows another quite general boundary, GB4
Ni 12-nm HA with a high-index common crystallograph
axis. The grain on the left side of the grain-boundary plan
viewed along â 110& axis. Significant structural coherenc
across the boundary can also be observed in this case, w
corresponds to a misorientation of about 30°.

As our next example, in the Ni 8.0-nm HA sample, w
found a grain boundary with misorientation of about 1
around an axis close tô110&. The boundary plane is close t
a $112% type plane. Figure 5 shows a section perpendicula
the common̂ 110& direction. As in the previous cases, th
unit cells of both grains are highlighted. There is again so
degree of coherence between$111% planes. To accommodat
the misfit between the grains, a periodic array of1

2^110& dis-
locations is formed, with dislocation lines also along^110&.
In a front view of the grain-boundary plane, with the atom
that are fcc-coordinated removed, we see the disloca
lines and a small region of hcp-coordinated atoms in
dislocation core areas. We interpreted this region as a de
of dissociation of the1

2^110& dislocation into Shockley par
tials. The dislocation lines are bound by the presence of o
grain boundaries.

B. Low-angle Cu sample

To obtain a more general picture of grain boundaries
nanocrystalline materials and the possible influence of t
tures, we analyzed low-angle boundaries in the Cu 8.0-
LA sample.

The first example, shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, is a
boundary with a misfit of 12°. The boundary is clearly com
posed of a network of dislocations. Figure 6~a! shows a pro-
jection of the two grains, taken along a nearly common^110&
axis, and shows that for the grain on the right-hand side,
boundary plane is close to a$112%-type plane. In the grain on
the left-hand side, the grain-boundary plane is rather clos
a $111%-type plane. Figure 6~b! shows the two-dimensiona
network of dislocations that accommodate the misfit. Th
are a few hcp-coordinated atoms that can be observed in
core of the dislocations

A second example is the grain boundary shown in Fig
The misorientation between the grains is 9°, as indicated
the figure, which shows a section along an axis close t
common ^110& axis. The misorientation is accommodate
again by Shockley partial dislocations, generating stack
faults, which in this case form within the grain-bounda
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836 PRB 62H. VAN SWYGENHOVEN, D. FARKAS, AND A. CARO
plane. The grain boundary is very small, about 2–3 nm,
that is probably the reason why one stacking fault is su
cient to accommodate the grain-boundary misfit. Howev
the misfit is apparently not fully accommodated by the p
tial, because at a few atomic layers distance and paralle
the grain-boundary plane a stacking fault created by a sec
partial can be observed in one of the grains. Our observat
for low-angle grain boundaries show a dislocation netw

FIG. 5. ~Color! Section of a grain boundary in Ni 8.0-nm HA
with misorientation of about 17° around an axis close to^110&. The
boundary plane is close to a$112% plane. The view is perpendicula
to this ^110& direction. The unit cells are highlighted in each gra
To accommodate the misfit between the grains, a periodic arra
1
2^110& dislocations is formed, with dislocation lines along^110&.
They present some splitting into Shockley partials. The color c
is the same as in Fig. 2.
and
ffi-
er,
ar-
l to
ond
ions
ork

for the accommodation of the misfit, as expected for lar
grain polycrystalline materials.

C. Grain-boundary energies

The simulations provide potential and kinetic energies
each atom and approximate grain-boundary energies ca
calculated from these data. As a first level of approxima
to the grain-boundary energy, we compare the energy o
entire sample to the energy of an equal number of pe
crystal atoms, both at 0 K. This is the excess energy at
utable to the grain boundaries present in the nanostruc

r
in.
y of

ode

FIG. 7. ~Color! View along an axis close to a common^110&
axis of the boundary as in Fig. 6. The misorientation is accom
dated by Shockley partial dislocations, generating stacking fa
which in this case form within the grain-boundary plane. The
cell is highlighted in each grain. The color code is the same a
Fig. 2.
ns.
y
f
gions. The
FIG. 6. ~Color! A boundary with a 12° misfit in the Cu 8.0-nm LA sample. The boundary is composed of a network of dislocatio~a!
A projection of the two grains along a nearly common^110& axis; the boundary plane is close to a$112%-type plane. The grain-boundar
plane is close to a$111% orientation for the left grain. The unit cell is highlighted in each grain.~b! The two-dimensional network o
dislocations that accommodate the misfit. There are a few hcp-coordinated atoms that can be observed in the dislocation core re
color code is the same as in Fig. 2.
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Dividing this excess energy by the average grain surface
suming spherical, equal-sized grains, we getg51.8 J/m2.
Assuming cubic grains, we get a value for the average g
boundary energy of 1.4 J/m2. More precise values that do no
require an assumption for the geometric shape of the gr
can be obtained for each particular boundary. In this te
nique, we define a volumetric region of the sample conta
ing a given grain-boundary plane, far from its limits, that
without including contributions from triple junction lines
The energy of the atoms in this region is compared to
perfect crystal energy of an equal number of atoms to ob
the grain-boundary energy. Using this procedure for G
~see Fig. 2!, which contains structural units typical o
a low-energy twin, we obtain a grain-boundary energyg
51.1 J/m2. For GB2 ~Fig. 3!, which is a much more disor
dered grain boundary, we obtaing51.5 J/m2. A similar
value ofg51.6 J/m2 is found for GB4~Fig. 4!. These num-
bers can be compared with experimental values obtaine
differential scanning calorimetry~DSC! measurements
These are 1.1 J/m2 in electroplated Ni with a 20-nm grain
size,39 1.1 J/m2 in a 8-nm Pt sample synthesized by inert g
condensation,40 and 3 J/m2 in a ball-milled Fe sample with
mean grain size of 16 nm.41 The latter measurement wa
performed on an as-prepared~nonaged! sample, and the
higher values are possibly due to the unrelaxed state of
grain boundaries. We note that these are mean values fo
whole sample and are very sensitive to the definition of
geometrical factor used in the derivation of the grain bou
ary energies.41

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the grain boundaries analyzed, we found that for mis
within a certain deviation from the perfect twin~within about
10°! the grain boundaries contain a repeating building str
ture consisting of portions ofS53 twin planes connected b
more disordered regions or steps. In the Ni 12-nm sam
these blocks are repeated several times within the gr
boundary plane. The same structure was found in the 5.2
sample, with nearly no repetition due to size limitations. F
larger deviation from the perfect twin or for other types
misfit, we always observed some kind of structural coh
ence. This coherence is manifested in a structure whe
particular type of crystallographic planes in one grain is c
tinued onto another type of plane in the other grain. T
misfit caused by different interplanar spacing is accomm
dated by the presence of more disordered regions in a reg
pattern. This is true even for general grain boundaries w
high-index common axis.

For some of the boundaries studied, the atomic struc
reveals clear evidence of dislocation networks, with so
degree of decomposition of the dislocations into Shock
partials. Similar results are obtained for low-angle gra
boundaries present in the textured sample. These disloca
networks are the usual expected mechanism of misfit acc
modation in low-angle boundaries in large-grain polycry
tals. These results were obtained in grain boundaries of t
linear dimensions as small as 233 nm2, providing evidence
against the proposed model of these boundaries in term
s-
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highly disordered, amorphous, or cementlike interfaces
nanophase bulk materials.

These conclusions are just opposite to those of a re
paper by Keblinskiet al.22 on computer-simulated nanopha
Pd. In fact, by analyzing the pair distribution function~PDF!
of those atoms with the highest potential energy, they c
clude that the structure of the grain boundaries is a ‘‘glass
gluelike phase, recalling the mentioned cementlike model
several of our previous studies~see, for example, Fig. 3 in
Ref. 42, Fig. 3 in Ref. 28, and Fig. 2 in Ref. 43!, we have
calculated the PDF’s for atoms in the boundary selec
through different criteria related either to the coordination
the energy. We find that the reminiscences of the seco
neighbor peak, indicative of amorphous structure, are se
tive to the criteria used. The conclusion reached by Keblin
et al. is probably a consequence of the criterion they apply
select the atoms used to calculate the PDF, i.e., the at
with the ‘‘highest potential energy.’’ Those are the atom
that differ the most from the fcc coordination, as can be s
in Fig. 3 in Ref. 43 and Fig. 1 in Ref. 30. These figures sh
that approximately 20% of the atoms are non-12 coordina
and have energy higher that the perfect crystal values
the heat of melting, 180 meV for this potential, used as
unit of energy needed to be in an amorphous environm
We believe that the PDF technique used to analyze the gr
boundary structure can be misleading, with a high degre
coherence in the structure undetected. The atomistic st
tural visualization together with the bond analysis we rep
in this paper gives clear evidence supporting our conclus
Our results agree with experimental evidence reported in
erature that the grain boundaries in nanocrystalline mate
are similar to those in conventional polycrystals.

Regarding the validity of these results with respect to
limitations of the empirical potential used, we have tes
some samples with two other potentials, namely, fro
Baskeset al.35 and from our own work,36 obtaining essen-
tially the same structures. This is further confirmation th
these structures are strongly dependent and largely d
mined by the geometry of the grain boundary. Also, t
times used to equilibrate the structures at 300 K are lo
enough to arrive to metastable equilibrium. Longer rela
ation, eventually at higher temperatures, can only lead
more ordered grain-boundary structures.

However, the presence of highly structured grain bou
aries does not necessarily imply that grain-boundary dislo
tions control intergrain plasticity. Our previous observatio
that plasticity is controlled by an atomistic jump process28

together with the present results, point towards the dis
dered regions in the grain boundaries as candidates for p
ing a primary role in the deformation process.
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